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Presentation: App tools of the trade
Poll
What is your experience using tech apps in the classroom?

- 0-less than a year?
- 1-2 years?
- 3 or more years?
Poll
Which type of device are you using in the classroom?

- apple products
- adroid
- google play
- windows desktop computers
App Selection Criteria
from the APPitic App Lists for Education Website

Understanding: Apps that fit into this "understanding" stage provide opportunities for students to explain ideas or concepts. Understanding apps step away from the selection of a "right" answer and introduce a more open-ended format for students to summarize content and translate meaning.

Understanding Criteria
Remembering: Apps that fit into the "remembering" stage improve the user's ability to define terms, identify facts, and recall and locate information. Many educational apps fall into the "remembering" phase of learning. They ask users to select an answer out of a line-up, find matches, and sequence content or input answers.

Remembering Criteria
Applying: Apps that fit into the "applying" stage provide opportunities for students to demonstrate their ability to implement learned procedures and methods. They also highlight the ability to apply concepts in unfamiliar circumstances.

Applying Criteria
Analyzing: Apps that fit into the "analyzing" stage improve the user's ability to differentiate between the relevant and irrelevant, determine relationships, and recognize the organization of content.

Analyzing Criteria
Evaluating: Apps that fit into the "evaluating" stage improve the user's ability to judge material or methods based on criteria set by themselves or external sources. They help students judge content reliability, accuracy, quality, effectiveness, and reach informed decisions.

Evaluating Criteria
Creating: Apps that fit into the "creating" stage provide opportunities for students to generate ideas, design plans, and produce products.

Creating Criteria

Immersive Learning at the heart of the wheel is the New Instructional Design

http://tinyurl.com/ILMSimulations

The Padagogy Wheel V4.0

http://tinyurl.com/posterV4

How to use the Padagogy Wheel: It's All About Grey-matter Grids

A methodology to get the best results with this teaching model

APPitic
APP tools for education

http://appitic.com

is a comprehensive online directory of apps for education, developed by Apple Distinguished Educators (ADEs) and is available in 19 languages. The website identifies 400 apps by the Blooms Cognitive Domain Categories with 122 of the most popular apps individually linked from the Padagogy Wheel.

Developed by Allan Cameron
Designing Outcomes. Astra de SA
Email: allan@designingoutcomes.net

Standing on the Shoulders of Giants
This Taxonomy wheel, without the apps, was first discovered on the website of Paul Hook's educational consultancy website: www保罗.org.uk
That wheel was produced by Simon Arney and was an adaptation of Kollwitz and Andersons' 2001 adaptation of Bloom's (1956). The idea to further adapt it for the padagogy possibilities with mobile devices, in particular the iPad. For V2.0 on V3.0 I have to acknowledge the creative work of Kathy Scannell on her website Bloom's Apps. For the major revision V4.0 I have to thank the team of ADEs who created APPtic the App Lists for Education Website.

The Padagogy Wheel by Allan Cameron is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Based on a work at http://tinyurl.com/posterV4
Open Ended Question
What is your favorite app to use in the classroom?
Organization and Distribution

1. Have a site to store electronic media and links which is under your control. 2. Learn how to use the tools that are offered at your school. 3. Have one place that students can access for your class.
What I use:

Google classroom as my daily info and go to links for my students. TES (Blendspace) has all my media and I can give lessons via TES or via Nearpod. TES is free, Nearpod silver is free, gold you have to pay for it. Airdrop but not always efficient. Schools with Apple TV can mirror on a screen or smart board. Adapters are available to hook an iPad to a pc or smart board device.
Nearpod silver is free and allows lessons like this and feedback from students. www.nearpod.com
TES or Blendspace allows lessons to be put together and some feed back from students.
https://www.tes.com/lessons/dashboard
Creat a short Blendspace lesson

Use info resources
video/audio
pdf/photos
quiz
Paris

Faites un

https://www.tes.com/lessons/halQqafPdRsVSA/edit
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Flash player issues

Puffin Academy can help with flash player problems. Flashplayer is slowly being phased out but Always-on PC app can open flash player. It is a pay app.

Puffin Academy is also a great source for WL resources.
You Doodle, Adobe Acrobat, Adobe Fill and sign can open a PDF. Fill and sign can help students type answers onto the Pdf. Also true in You Doodle.
You doodle

You Doodle

Category:
Skill Level:
Cost:
Make a you doodle vocab poster

Download you doodle. Take a screen shot of the next slide. Import it into you doodle and label the fruit.
http://app.youdoodle.net/
Lesson plans

Planboard could be an option for those that need to turn in lesson plans.
Title:
Les monuments

Topic:
Visiter les monuments

Objective:
Aller
Aller + infinitive
Prepositions of place: au, aux...

Activities:
Regardez une video de Paris. Dites: Je...

Formative assessment:
Quiz identifiez les monuments,

Guided practice:
Worksheet forming sentences with
Monument matching was
Itineraires de Paris pour une semaine

Summative assessment:
Dites Que'st-ce que vous allez faire à Paris pour une semaine google slides

Standards/Expectations:
F1.6: The student will present rehearsed material in French, including brief narratives, monologues, dialogues, ...

F1.7.3.: Identify important historical and contemporary individuals and groups associated with significant events from the cultures.

F1.8.2.: Identify major cities, regions, and geographical features in francophone countries and the reasons they are significant in the cultures of those countries.

F1.5.5.: Write simple sentences on familiar topics in short paragraph style.
Organizing students

Apps that are great for grouping kids or picking someone's turn:
Tap roulette, Randomly, Team Picker
CAN'T DECIDE?
WHEEL DECIDE FOR YOU!

http://wheeldecide.com/index.php?id=142613
Applications where you can find ready made resources in the target language, some of which you can modify:
- Slideshare, TES, Google, Youtube, DailyMotion, EdPuzzle/Playposit
- Online textbook sites on Puffin Academy and other free apps such as Quizlet, McGrawHill Lab
- Reading sites such as Children's International Library (free)
- Reading A-Z pay site but has free trials and readers are in pdf.
Josh Groban Says His Dog Saved him From NYC Terrorist Attack | Rare News

http://www.dailymotion.com/us
Collaborate!

Authentic video
Epic! is the Leading Digital Library for Kids 12 & Under

Instantly access 25,000 of the best books, learning videos, quizzes & more

https://www.getepic.com/


Join FREE for 30 Days!
storykit

Story kit is a super simple story telling program which is best for beginning students. If longer stories are needed use google slides, imovie or another media. The format is set and is best to be kept short. Pictures and sound can be added. No new pdfs can be added or make one from scratch. It is listed under Iphone apps.
The story of the three lit...
L. Leslie Brooke
An illustrated version of the tr...

Read
Edit
Share
Draw It
Draw a gothic arch.
Textivate

Textivate is free for using public resource but it costs to make your own. It is worth the cost.
IMPORTANT NOTICE!

Textivate is not compatible with mobile device(s) with private browsing. If not, some features will not work.

http://www.textivate.com/jumble-7vzjn1
Create and collaborate

Popplet lite for sequencing, outlining
Padlet or classlab on smart board has shout out app
Tap on a Popple and drag to move it.

Tap and drag from gray circles to create a new Popple.

Line or text color.

Insert Text.

Draw.

Insert picture from photo album.

Tap X to delete a Popple.

Drag black triangle to resize Popple.
Facts about Earth

- Earth is almost a perfect sphere.
- Tilt of the axis is 23.4 degrees.
- The Earth is 91 million miles from the sun.
- Rotates once every 23.934 hours. Not 24 hours!
- Magnetic field is due to spinning core.
- Atmosphere is 78% nitrogen and 21% oxygen.
- The earth is 4.54 billion years old.
- The diameter of the earth is 7,926 miles.
- Earth has only one moon.
Make personal narratives

Make an autobiographical narrative using pic collage.
Lesson of the Day:
The French partitive

For French

Let's practice

only
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Make learning stations

Use the scan and qr code makers to make learning stations.
Edpuzzle is free for now. It allows for the ability to insert video from a site, edit and insert questions/activities.
Make any video your lesson

Pick a video, add your magical touch and track your students’ understanding

Sign up

https://edpuzzle.com/classes/59a6fc0b6b65a44040d5ae6e6
(Allez, viens 1-05) On va au café by Ann Berns

https://edpuzzle.com/media/581bad3140c3864b23226e07
Feedback

Feedback available on: email nearpod, edpuzzle, socrative, quizlet, TES, quia, kahoot to name a few.
### Presentation: La transportation

**Student List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Nickname</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Poll</th>
<th>Open Ended</th>
<th>Quiz</th>
<th>Draw It</th>
<th>Collaborate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Allison</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Jonathan</td>
<td>Jon</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Lauren Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>christelle</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lauren S</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Draw It**
Label the transports in French.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Nickname</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Drawing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/27/2017</td>
<td>Allison</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Oral interviews

Recap is free and offers individual responses to questions via video/audio recording.
Fill in the Blanks
There are many ways to use __________ in class for language __________ and practice. Platforms such as google classroom and TES __________ are great for storing lessons and linking lessons to students. __________ lite is a handy app for creating __________ or outlining articles. Nearpod is useful when covering a lesson and helps to keep everyone on __________.
Quiz
Tools for the classroom
Recap or Flipgrid are useful for

- speaking interviews
- flowcharting
Textivate can

- help with literacy and listening skills
- only take text notes
Storykit is great for telling stories but lacks

- fun words
- the ability to record longer stories
Puffin Academy is used when

- a site is not school appropriate
- a site uses flashplayer
This site is another alternative to Youtube

- The Daily motion
- Lancaster school site